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Carbon Dioxide and the “Climate Crisis”: Avoiding Plant and Animal Extinctions [DVD]/ An
Investigative documentary by CO2 Science.org
--2008 c
--DVD (37 mins)
--Description: (from package back) The second DVD of our Carbon Dioxide and the “Climate Crisis”
series, we explore the question via a review of the findings of numerous researchers who have reported
their real-world observations—as opposed to the hypothetical scenarios of Hansen and Houghton---in
peer-reviewed scientific literature. What they have found will truly amaze you.
______________________
Carbon Dioxide and the “Climate Crisis”: Doing the Right Thing [DVD]/ An Investigative Documentary
by CO2 Science.org
--2008 c
--DVD (33 mins)
--Description: (from package back) This second part of our Carbon Dioxide and the “Climate
Crisis” series of DVDs explores this incredibly important last question in a presentation subtitled “Doing
the Right Thing.” And it answers it in the affirmative that what the world’s climate alarmists are asking
us to do is immoral.

Carbon Dioxide and the “Climate Crisis”: Reality or Illusion? [DVD]/ An Investigative Documentary by
CO2 Science.org
--2008 c
--DVD (53 mins)
--Description: (from package back) Carbon Dioxide and the “Climate Crisis” explore these questions
through an insightful review of numerous scientific studies that have been largely ignored by the world’s
climate alarmists, and by illuminating commentary provided by a number of researchers who have spent
the better part of their careers studying the many facets of this complex subject.
________________________
Climate Hustle [DVD]/ CDR Communications.inc.:
--2016 c
--DVD (78 mins)
Description: (from package cover) Hosted by award-wining investigative journalist Marc Morano, this
groundbreaking film leads viewers on a fact-finding and often hilarious journey through the propagandalaced world of “climate change” claims. It exposes the myth of the 97% “scientific consensus,” debunks
hype about temperature and extreme weather, and introduces viewers to key scientists who have
reversed their views and converted to skepticism
__________________________

Fracknation: A Journalist’s Search for the Fracking Truth: Extra Energy Edition {DVD]/Hard Boiled Films
--2013 c
--DVD (30 mins)
--Description (from package cover) In Fracknation [Journalist Phelim] McAleer travels across the USA
and Europe to uncover the science suppressed by environmental activists and ignored by much of the
media. He talks with scientists and ordinary Americans in fracking areas and who tell him the truth
behind the exaggerations and misrepresentations of anti-fracking activists.
Bob Endlich’s comments: Josh Fox’s “Gasland’ attempts to make the gaseous evolution of methane
work from water in Dimock, Pennsylvania a new hazard brought on by fracking, but in fact this natural
process was shown to early settlers by Native Americans in exposures of the Marcellus Shale in upstate
New York in Colonial Times, an example of alarmism created by Fox and other Climate Alarmists which
group members should see by viewing this DVD.
___________________________
The Great Global Warming Swindle: A Documentary by Martin Durkin [DVD]/ Producer, Eliya Arman:
WAGTV
--2007 c
--DVD (158 mins)
--Description: (from package back) “Never before has there been such a devastatingly authoritative
account of how the hysteria over global warming has parted company with reality. Martin Durkin’s
superbly professional film shows how the evidence is now overwhelming that the chief cause of climate
change is not human activity, but changes in radiation from the sun.” Christopher Broker, Sunday
Telegraph.
Bob Endlich’s comments: Dated, but highly recommended because it is filled with facts and nuances
which might be missed the first or even the second viewing.
____________________________
Mine Your Own Business: The Dark Side of Environmentalism [DVD]/ Mining Pictures Institute: New
Bera Media
--year unknown
--DVD (? Mins)
--Description:
Not Evil Just Wrong: The True Cost of Global Warming Hysteria [DVD]/
--2008 c
--DVD (? mins)
Producers: Anne McElhinney, Phelim McAleer
Description: (from back package) “Not Evil Just Wrong” tells the story that the mainstream media has
tried to hide: how the first major environmental victory, the banning of DDT led to a silent slaughter of
millions of women and children in the developing world.
Filmmakers Ann McElhinney & Phelim McAleer reveal how Al Gore’s new false doctrine about Gloval
Warming is even more inaccurate and terrifying. His hysteria could kill American jobs during one of the
worst recessions in living memory, send energy prices soaring and cripple economies around the world.
Millions of families and their hopes for the future will be crushed.
Bob Endlich’s comments: Especially noteworthy are the reactions of youngsters who after watching Al
Gore’s science fiction work are convinced that polar bears are at risk from human CO2, that it was
human hunting, and area at further risk from human-caused acceleration of sea level rise, when the

truth is that seas were higher in Roman and Medieval Times, and sea level rates of rise have notchanged
since the time of the US Civil War.
___________________________
Unstoppable Solar Cycles: The Real Story of Greenland [DVD]/ The Idea Channel
--year unknown
--DVD (10:39 mins)
--Description: This film tells a short story about how Greenland’s climate has changed since the time the
Vikings settled and lived there and how they vanished. The discussion touches on the various warming
and cooling periods in the history of Europe as well as describing some of the effects of the oceans
warming and cooling trends and solar activity all of which play very large roles in how the climate on
Earth has been changing for thousands of years and will continue to do so.
____________________________

